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NOMINATIONS OF GRANT D. ALDONAS TO BE
UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR
INTERNATIONAL TRADE; JOHN B. TAYLOR
TO BE UNDER SECRETARY OF TREASURY
FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS; AND SCOTT
WHITAKER TO BE ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES FOR
LEGISLATION
THURSDAY, APRIL 26, 2001

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 11:53 a.m., in
room 215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Charles E. Grassley (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Also present: Senators Hatch, Nickles, Snowe, Kyl, Baucus,
Bingaman, and Lincoln.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES E. GRASSLEY, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM IOWA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

The CHAIRMAN. This morning we are going to hear from nominees from the Department of Commerce, the Department of Treasury, and the Department of Health and Human Services.
These nominees are all well-qualified for the positions that they
have been nominated for, and I look forward to hearing from them
about their activities that they anticipate in their new capacities.
Our first nominee is Grant Aldonas. Grant has been nominated
to be Under Secretary of Commerce for International Trade. Grant
is certainly no stranger to the Finance Committee, having worked
as the committee’s Chief International Trade Counsel for the years
1997 through 2001.
Grant is currently serving as a senior advisor to the Secretary
of Commerce. His experience in international trade will certainly
make him an asset to the Commerce Committee and to the administration.
Our second nominee is John Taylor, who has been nominated to
be Under Secretary of Treasury for International Affairs. Mr. Taylor currently is a professor of economics at Stanford, and a senior
fellow at the Hoover Institute. Mr. Taylor’s wealth of economic
knowledge will benefit the Treasury Department greatly.
(1)
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Our final nominee is Scott Whitaker, who has been nominated to
be Assistant Secretary of Health and Human Services. Mr.
Whitaker was a member of Senator Don Nickles’ staff for 10 years,
concentrating on health care policy.
Mr. Whitaker’s experience in the Senate and his work with the
Senate Finance Committee will give him an advantage in his legislative work on behalf of Health and Human Services.
I welcome all of you. We will hear from Senator Nickles, then
Senator Baucus, in regard to what they want to say about the
nominees, and then we will hear from you.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DON NICKLES, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM OKLAHOMA

Senator NICKLES. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I thank
you for the hearing. I thank the President for three outstanding
nominees that I am confident will be overwhelmingly confirmed not
only in the committee, but in the full Senate.
I have had the pleasure of knowing and working with all three
nominees. I want to make a couple of comments about Mr.
Whitaker, who has worked with me and my staff for the last 10
years. He is a native of Florida, but he has been with us for the
past 10 years. He specialized in health care, drug policy, telecommunications, and numerous items and issues.
He also is married to Michelle Purser Whitaker, former staff
member of mine. They have one son, Sam, who is two years old.
They are coming in as we speak.
He over-married, needless to say. That is pretty obvious. Mr.
Whitaker did an outstanding job on my staff, and he has done a
great job in working in the Senate.
I think he will be a real asset to the Department of Health and
Human Services, and I would encourage all of my colleagues to
support not only Mr. Whitaker, but the other nominees as well.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Baucus?
Senator BAUCUS. I think we have good nominees, Mr. Chairman.
I may have a question or two at the appropriate point. I do not
know what your schedule is.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we will take your questions. That is perfectly all right. At this point, I would ask each of you for a summary of your opening statement. Your opening statement will be
put in the record as you have submitted it.
I would ask each of you, in your turn, from Mr. Aldonas, Mr.
Taylor, to Mr. Whitaker, to introduce any family and friends that
you have with you.
We will start with Mr. Aldonas.
Mr. ALDONAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have my wife, Pam
Olson with me, and my son Noah, who is 10. My two daughters are
off at college, and hopefully they are studying hard rather than
worrying about me.
I also have my brother, John Aldonas, who is the work-out expert
at the Overseas Private Investment Corporation. So if anything
goes back at OPIC, John is the guy to call.
This is my sister-in-law, Beth Aldonas, who is a teacher out in
Alexandria, and my nephew, John Aldonas, who is just back from
Florida. We did not think he was going to come back, because he
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was on a sailing trip with the Boy Scouts. But we are glad to have
him here.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you like to proceed with your opening
statement?
Mr. ALDONAS. I would.
STATEMENT OF GRANT D. ALDONAS TO BE UNDER
SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Mr. ALDONAS. Mr. Chairman, Senator Baucus, Senator Nickles,
I am honored to appear before you today as President Bush’s nominee to be Under Secretary of Commerce for International Trade.
I am humbled by the confidence that the President and Secretary
Evans have placed in me, and I look forward to representing our
Nation’s interest in the international trade arena.
In summarizing my statement, I only want to make three basic
points. The first, relates to the relationship between Congress and
the executive, and there is no group that knows that better than
the Finance Committee.
The essence of the relationship between Congress and the President has to be one of trust. I want to make sure that ours is a partnership that works. I would make the commitment personally to always be on call. I am looking forward to having your advice and
counsel about our priorities and about our performance at the Commerce Department.
The second point I want to make concerns President Bush’s trade
priorities. As the President made clear this past weekend in Quebec, he intends to pursue every opportunity to open markets and
ensure free and open competition.
That means focusing on areas where we can make progress now,
such as the Free Trade Agreement of the Americas. It also means
using bilateral or regional discussions as a catalyst for opening
trade globally through negotiations in the World Trade Organization.
A critical element of that strategy is necessarily trade promotion
authority. The President announced in Quebec that he intends,
shortly, to set out a set of principles that he believes should shape
a grant of trade promotion authority, and he wants to use that as
a starting point for consultations with the Congress.
The third point I want to make, is the focus I intend to bring to
my work at the Commerce Department, if confirmed. Job one will
always be expanding export opportunities for American business,
particularly small, medium-sized, and minority-owned businesses
so that we can broaden the benefit of international trade to all
Americans.
Beyond that, I pledge the strongest possible commitment to the
enforcement of our trade agreements. As I have been schooled by
the members of the committee over the past 4 years, we have no
right to ask the American public for their consent for an active
trade agreement if we are not making sure that our agreements
are enforced.
I will adopt the same approach to the enforcement of our unfair
trade laws. As Secretary Evans has said to me a number of times,
there is nothing more dispiriting to the American businessman, the
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4
American entrepreneur, and American workers than to see that
they are not playing on a level playing field.
I intend to use the trade laws, not as an end in and of themselves, but as a tool to eliminate the underlying practices that deny
market opportunities and distort markets.
Let me close by thanking you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Baucus, for the kind words when I left the committee. The Finance
Committee has a very special place in my heart. I feel extremely
fortunate to have had the opportunity to work here.
I also want to thank the opportunity to thank Senator Bill Roth
for having given me that opportunity. For me, Chairman Roth, and
his esteemed friend and colleague, the Ranking Member on the Finance Committee at the time, Senator Moynihan, and all of the
members of the Finance Committee, exemplified for me the spirit
that ought to form our democracy, one of vigorous debate, yet constructive cooperation to get the job done for the American people.
Lastly, and most importantly, I want to thank my wife, Pam
Olson, who has been my partner in every endeavor for 21 years,
and my children, Nicole, Kirsten, and Noah, for their support while
I have been in public service.
In light of the hearing you just had, I wanted to mention that
you will probably see more of my wife than you will of me in her
new job as the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Treasury for Tax Policy.
She is a farmer’s daughter from the Red River Valley up in Minnesota and takes a very practical bent to the Tax Code, which is,
if her father could not understand it, it is too complex. So, I recommend her advice to you highly as you are going through the effort of simplifying the Tax Code.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to keep in touch with her. I have found
few people in this town that know anything about the problems of
farmers and taxes. Thank you, Mr. Aldonas.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Aldonas appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Before you go, Mr. Taylor, I have a statement
here by Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott that will be submitted
after Senator Baucus’ and Senator Nickles’ opening statements. He
did indicate support for all three nominees, and would like to have
their prompt floor consideration after they are reported from our
committee.
[The prepared statement of Senator Lott appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Taylor, would you please introduce your family and friends, if they are here with you, and make your opening
statement?
Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have my wife, Lynn
Taylor, the best trademark attorney in America, and my daughter,
Jennifer Taylor, sitting next to her. My son, John, is studying hard
at Princeton University right now, I hope, and could not be with
us.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN B. TAYLOR TO BE UNDER SECRETARY
OF TREASURY FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, Senator Baucus, and Senator Nickles, it is a pleasure and a great opportunity to be here before this
committee.
I am deeply honored that President Bush has nominated me to
serve as Under Secretary of Treasury for International Affairs. If
I am confirmed, I look forward to this opportunity to work with
you, Secretary O’Neill, and President Bush, and others in the administration, including the two people on either side of me.
I have great enthusiasm for public service. This will be my fourth
stint working for the Federal Government, each time going back to
the private sector.
I am particularly interested in using my skills and experience in
economics and finance to contribute to the formulation of a good
economic policy that will improve the well-being of the American
people.
My role as Under Secretary of Treasury for International Affairs
is to give advice to the Secretary and to the President on U.S. participation in the international financial system, which includes
such issues as macroeconomic policy, exchange rate policy, trade
and investment, and our participation in the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
Should I be confirmed, I am committed to implementing the priorities of President Bush and Secretary O’Neill. In doing so, I look
forward to working with this committee. I am grateful for this opportunity.
I would be very happy to answer any questions you may have.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Taylor appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Whitaker, would you please introduce
your family and friends, and then give your opening statement?
Mr. WHITAKER. I would be happy to, Mr. Chairman.
My wife, Michelle, has joined me today. My 2-year-old son, Samuel, was here earlier.
Senator BAUCUS. There he is now. He came back.
Mr. WHITAKER. He has just shown back up. As you can see, I not
only over-married, as Senator Nickles said, by my son got not only
my wife’s good looks, but her intelligence as well. [Laughter.] So,
I am fortunate to have them both here.
STATEMENT OF SCOTT WHITAKER TO BE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES FOR LEGISLATION

Mr. WHITAKER. Mr. Chairman, Senator Baucus, Senator Nickles,
and other members of the committee, I am grateful to have the opportunity to appear before the committee today.
First, I want to thank Senator Nickles for his kind and generous
comments. I am deeply grateful for the opportunities you gave me
in your office. Without those opportunities and the confidence that
you placed in me, this probably would not have come my way. So,
I want to thank you for that.
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Mr. Chairman, I appreciate you taking time from your busy
schedule to consider my nomination. I also am deeply honored to
have been nominated by President Bush to serve as Assistant Secretary for Legislation at HHS. I am equally honored and grateful
to have the opportunity to work with Secretary Thompson in this
capacity.
As you know from my background information, I had the pleasure of working in the Senate for 10 years, all 10 of those for Senator Nickles, and since 1995, the privilege of staffing him for many
of the mark-ups and hearings before this committee.
So, it is a special honor to be here today, and a special honor to
be on the other side of the dais for a change.
As you know, the President and the Secretary have set forth a
very ambitious agenda for the department. As Secretary Thompson
said in his confirmation hearing, if we have learned anything in
the past year, it is that the American people are clamoring for action to deal with some of the most critical issues affecting their
day-to-day lives.
This administration and this department understands the need
for action and, under the leadership of Secretary Thompson, we are
committed to making certain that our actions product positive results for the American people.
The department has enormous responsibilities, as you well know.
It runs over 300 programs which touch almost every life in this
country. The administration, and specifically this department, is
committed to ensuring that the current programs are providing the
services that are promised and improving programs that are not
measuring up to the highest standards of excellence.
We are committed to modernizing and improving the Medicare
program, providing access to a prescription drug benefit, improving
access to quality health care for those who do not have it, and
eventually taking welfare reform to the next level.
As you can see, Mr. Chairman, the department’s agenda is very
ambitious and its challenges are great. But we understand that
very few items on our agenda can be resolved if we do not have
a good working relationship with you, with other members of this
committee, and with Congress.
It is my hope that, if confirmed, that I will have the opportunity
to work with this committee, with members on both sides of the
aisle, to try to advance the goals of the President.
The challenges that we face at the department are great, but the
opportunities are far greater. If you should see fit to approve my
nomination, it will be an honor to serve the President and the Secretary, but it will also be an honor to work with you, your staff,
and members of this committee as we seek to try to find solutions
to many of the difficult problems we face.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your time. I am happy to answer
any questions you might have.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Whitaker appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I have standard questions that we ask every
nominee. I would ask you to listen to each question, but I would
like to have you answer separately.
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7
Number one, is there anything you are aware of in your background that might present a conflict of interest with the duties of
the office to which you have been nominated? Mr. Aldonas?
Mr. ALDONAS. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Taylor?
Mr. TAYLOR. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Whitaker?
Mr. WHITAKER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Number two, do you know of any reason, personal or otherwise, that would in any way prevent you from fully
and honorably discharging the responsibilities of the office to which
you have been nominated? Mr. Aldonas?
Mr. ALDONAS. No, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Taylor?
Mr. TAYLOR. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Whitaker?
Mr. WHITAKER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Three, do you agree, without reservation to respond to any reasonable summons to appear and testify before any
duly-constituted committee of Congress, if you are confirmed? Mr.
Aldonas?
Mr. ALDONAS. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Taylor?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And Mr. Whitaker?
Mr. WHITAKER. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. I have no questions. But before Senator Baucus
wanted to ask some questions, I guess I would halve a couple of
admonitions that I would like to have you think about in your new
responsibilities.
Number one, for Mr. Aldonas. This is something the chairman
would like to do, depending on the will of Congress, and of course
the entire committee here. But we have a window of opportunity
on trade legislation, between this committee working on taxes during May and working on Medicare/prescription drugs during the
last of July, to do some trade legislation, of which the most important one is trade promotion authority.
So, anything you can do in your capacity to help that process
along, not necessarily on the Hill but within this town and with all
the people you deal with, it would be much appreciated.
In the case of International Affairs in the Treasury Department,
I hope in your work with the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund you will do what you can do to change policies,
through the devaluation of currency and high taxes that are imposed on countries to get the benefit of the aid that comes from
these international institutions, that end up devastating the middle
class in these developing countries.
There is nothing that is more harmful to the economy of these
countries, and social unrest, than when we obliterate the middle
class in countries. That has happened too often.
In your case, Mr. Whitaker, I hope you will help us through the
administrative process, because it is so difficult to pass legislation,
that anything your department can do administratively to reduce
the paperwork that is required of hospitals, nurses, medical profes-
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sionals, nursing homes, et cetera, et cetera, I hope you will encourage everybody in your department as you carry the message to help
get that job done.
Now, a lot of it has got to be done legislatively. That may be the
best way to do things, but it is not the easiest way to do things.
A lot can be done administratively, and I hope that will happen.
Now, Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. Yes. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First, I want to compliment Mr. Aldonas. As you know, Mr.
Chairman, Senator Nickles, and Senator Kyl, we have had a great
relationship with Grant. He has been just wonderful, working with
both sides of the aisle. We look forward to your service, Grant.
Mr. ALDONAS. Thank you, Senator.
Senator BAUCUS. I know the country is going to be very proud
of you, as we all will be, too.
The main question I have, and you have already addressed it, is
on our trade laws. You mentioned in your statement that you think
they are good, sound, solid, needed. As we move into trade negotiations, I assume it is your view that the administration should
stand firm in any negotiating authority and maintain the integrity
of our trade laws, and not weaken them. Is that correct?
Mr. ALDONAS. Absolutely, Senator. I think it is an important
buffer as we are encouraging market liberalization abroad. I think
our companies have to have the opportunity to vindicate their
rights and offset unfair trade practices. I think we owe them that
obligation.
But I do want to reinforce the message that I do not want the
cases to be coming in and of themselves. I think we need to assume
the obligation in the administration, and at the Commerce Department in particular, to be going after the elimination of the underlying practices. I think that ought to be the real goal.
Senator BAUCUS. Exactly. We have our trade laws because of
those underlying practices. That is the reason they are there.
Mr. ALDONAS. Absolutely.
Senator BAUCUS. I appreciate it.
Mr. Taylor, congratulations.
Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you very much.
Senator BAUCUS. One question I have, and I do not know if this
is accurate or not, but I read somewhere that you at one time advocated the abolition of the IMF and were quite critical of IMF loans
to Mexico and Russia. I wondered if you could expand on that,
please.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, I will be happy to, Senator. It was, I believe,
a quote from a TV interview, where I was asked if I agreed with
former Secretary of State George Schultz that the IMF should be
abolished. In that conversation, I indicated that I did agree. I do
not think that is how I would put it at this point in time. That was
several years ago.
My feeling is that the IMF is an institution that is here to serve
us. It can be reformed, and it has made some changes in the last
few years, actually, since I made that statement, which represent
improvements.
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What I would like to do, if I am confirmed, is work hard to make
sure that there are further improvements that make that institution work more effectively.
Senator BAUCUS. What are some of those improvements?
Mr. TAYLOR. That have been made so far?
Senator BAUCUS. That you would advocate.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think the length of the loans could be shortened
in certain cases, that the interest rates could be increased in certain cases. But these are just examples.
What I would like to do, if confirmed, is to look more carefully
at the improvements that have been made, to study that with Secretary O’Neill and the rest of my colleagues in Treasury and the
administration, to see exactly what things could be done in the future.
Senator BAUCUS. I appreciate that. Those may or may not be
good suggestions. But it is my impression, frankly, that Secretary
Rubin, Deputy Secretary Summers, and Chairman Greenspan did
a pretty good job in coordinating a solution to the Asian financial
crisis and working with many Central bankers around the world.
The IMF was an integral part of that. Would you agree or not?
Mr. TAYLOR. I am going to make sure I talk as much as I can
to the people who served in Treasury before me to make sure I understand how they made their decisions and make recommendations that I think are correct for the future, rather than to go back
and look at what happened in the past.
I think we can learn a lot from those experiences. The IMF has
played a role, and will continue to play a role, in certain situations
like that. But I think it is important for us to look to the future
to see how the IMF could work in a more improved way.
Senator BAUCUS. If you could comment, too, on the growing trade
deficit that the United States has with other countries, and the degree to which you think that is a problem that at some point, or
currently, the United States should address.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think of the trade deficit as reflecting a difference
between investment and saving in the United States. The trade
deficit, in fact, is equal to the gap between what is invested in the
United States and what Americans save. It currently reflects the
fact that we are a good place to invest.
Investment rates are high in America, and our savings rate is
not as high as our investments. So that means foreigners are investing in the United States, taking advantage of the opportunities
to invest.
That is reflected in the trade deficit that we see. So, efforts to
affect the trade deficit ultimately have to do with efforts to affect
either investment or our savings. I would prefer to look at ways to
raise our savings, and not to try to cut back in our investment. To
the extent investment increases, that is a good thing for the United
States.
Senator BAUCUS. Is the current level and trend sustainable?
Mr. TAYLOR. I think it very much depends on what happens in
the future. Certainly at this level, if it is used for good investment
purposes as it is, it is quite sustainable because those funds are
being invested where there are rates of return. They can be used
to service any debt that is created through the trade deficit.
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But if, in the future, the deficit is reflecting other sources, then
it could be a problem. But at this point in time, the trade deficit
is reflecting this gap between investment, good opportunities in
America, and our savings, and it is quite sustainable.
Senator BAUCUS. I might read you a quote from Secretary Rubin
in Davos in 1999 referring to this question. ‘‘The international system cannot sustain indefinitely the large imbalances created by the
disparities in growth and openness between the United States and
its major industrial trading partners.’’
My guess is—and who am I to second-guess Bob Rubin—that it
is a bit analogous to the bubble in the stock market, particularly
the dot.coms. There comes a time when human nature or common
sense tells us that this is a bit inflated, it has gotten a little bit
too large.
There is going to be a correction, and the correction might not
be easy. It might be pretty harmful to some people. It has, certainly, with the dot.com explosion of the bubble.
My personal view is that we cannot continue to grow these trade
imbalances. The main reason, is because there is going to come a
time—and it often and usually is—earlier rather than later when
something collapses, some investment is suddenly withdrawn from
the U.S., for example, because of whatever might happen.
I may be going out on a limb here a bit, but I think that that
day of reckoning is like the stock market. We all know it is going
to go down, we just do not know when. But the day of reckoning
may be coming a little earlier with respect to the trade deficit because that is the degree to which this administration tends to send
signals that it is not engaging as much the international community and as I believe it should, whether it is the Korean peninsula,
whether it is the China policy, or whether it is a climate change,
or Russia, or whatnot. But the signal is sent more and more that
the United States is not engaging as much in world affairs as I believe it should. It could well be that investors worldwide will start
to think, well, there may be better investment opportunities elsewhere. The EU might start to turn around.
I would just urge you, in your position, to take a hard look at
that issue. That is, the issue of the trade deficit. My judgment is
that it cannot be sustained over a much longer period of time, and
we should begin to make some efforts to try to deal with it.
Mr. TAYLOR. I will be very happy to look at it very carefully and
answer any questions you have in the future about it, Senator.
Senator BAUCUS. I appreciate that.
Mr. Whitaker, you have done a great job here. I have a couple
of questions on your new job. First, I just might note, I guess there
was a reception for your successor, and who should be there but
Congressman Dick Gephardt and your former boss.
It was a very bipartisan reception. I would just encourage you to
follow in that model, because it is going to help all of us, clearly,
the more you continue to maintain that.
As you know, last year the Family Opportunity Act was bipartisan legislation to extend health coverage to disabled children
through Medicaid, introduced by the Chairman of the committee,
as well as Senator Kennedy, sponsored by 77 Senators, but was
met with very strong resistance by the Senate leadership when it
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came before this committee. I might say, nor is it easy to win passage for the Breast and Cervical Cancer Treatment Act, which had
76 co-sponsors.
I mention all this because, as you know, both of those were expansions of Medicaid. Program expansions have been raised by a
good number of Senators and others as a means to reduce the number of uninsured Americans. I would like you to comment on these
bills and your views toward using Medicaid or SCHIP as a means
of reducing the number of uninsured.
Mr. WHITAKER. First, Senator Baucus, I would say, hopefully at
the end of my time in the administration, that both you and Senator Nickles would come to my reception when I move on to something else. [Laughter.]
Senator BAUCUS. I hope it is not soon.
Mr. WHITAKER. I hope not, as well. If that is the case, I will assume that my tenure was successful.
The Secretary came in and met actually with Chairman Grassley, and the issue of the Family Opportunity Act came up. At that
time, it was my understanding that Senator Grassley had said that
he was working, his staff, with members of the leadership’s staff
to try to work out some agreement on that. I believe the Secretary’s
comments were at the time that he would be happy to engage in
that discussion and be helpful where he can.
I think the Secretary’s record really speaks for itself on this
issue. He has been very aggressive in Wisconsin, as you know, with
Badger Care being the prime example of using creative measures
to expand coverage for those who are uninsured and those who otherwise have the difficulty getting some type of health insurance
coverage.
So I think he is committed to the principle. I think that we will
work with Chairman Grassley, and with your office as well, to see
if we can come up with the best ways to expand coverage to those
who really need it. In this case, the families with disabled children
would fall into the category of those who really need some help
soon.
Senator BAUCUS. I appreciate that. I do believe, frankly, that an
expansion is part of the solution. Badger Care is a good example,
and I appreciate your response. Thank you.
Mr. WHITAKER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Nickles?
Senator NICKLES. Mr. Chairman, I have a couple of hundred
questions for Mr. Whitaker that I will submit, and expect his response by 3:00 this afternoon. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Senator Lincoln?
Senator LINCOLN. I will be brief, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to congratulate all of you that are here today, and
would like to reiterate some of what the Chairman brought up in
terms of trade and the importance of that issue, both in this committee and from much of our constituency.
Without a doubt, I think it is going to be one of our major issues.
We have a multitude of them, but I do think it is going to be very
important. I certainly look forward to working with you and hope
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that you will stay in good rapport and constant contact with us on
those issues.
Mr. Taylor, in terms of the Treasury and International Affairs,
one of the things that has stuck in my mind from economists that
we have heard from, has been the issue of our savings rate in this
Nation and the fact that we are in the first year, I think, of a deficit savings rate for our Nation, and the impact that is going to
have on our international investors, the fact that they see us without a propensity to save and what that may mean to us in our
Treasury in years to come, the run that might happen on our government and the fact that it may lessen their interest in making
investments in our country.
So I just would say that I hope that the Chairman and Senator
Baucus have an issue on pensions that I think is going to be very
important, and certainly want your input on how that might affect
international affairs and our Treasury.
Mr. Whitaker, I do not have a thousand questions for you, but
I would like to just piggyback, again, on the issue of the CHIPs
program. The State of Arkansas had applied for a waiver, and in
my 2 weeks of this recent break I have heard an awful lot about
individuals who have had some complications between the Medicaid and our Kids First program, and the loss of programs, or certainly service and care, that they had previously been receiving.
So, we will certainly be contacting you and wanting to work with
you on that. In those 2 weeks, I heard diligently from our hospitals,
both on reimbursement rates for our emergency services as well as
some of the regulations that they see, not to mention HIPA. So, I
think I will get to know you even better over there.
Mr. WHITAKER. I look forward to that.
Senator LINCOLN. But, congratulations to all of you.
Thank you.
Senator HATCH. Thank you. I just want to congratulate each and
every one of you. I appreciate your willingness to serve our government.
Mr. Taylor, I enjoyed our meeting yesterday very, very much.
Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you.
Senator HATCH. Unless there are any further questions, I think
we will recess the committee. That is my job today.
[Whereupon, at 12:23 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
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Mr. Chairman, Senator Baucus, and Members of the Committee, I am honored to
appear before you today as President Bush’s nominee to be Under Secretary of Commerce for International Trade. I am humbled by the confidence the President and
Secretary Evans have placed in me. I look forward to representing our nation’s interests in the international trade arena and am eager to tackle that challenge.
America’s ability to lead on trade ultimately depends on a partnership between
Congress and the President. The essence of that partnership is trust—trust between
Members of Congress and the President and his team. And, in practice, much of
that boils down to the strength of the working relationship between those on the
President’s team responsible for trade and the members of the Senate Finance Committee.
If I am fortunate enough to be confirmed by the Senate, my primary objective will
be to establish a strong working relationship with the members of the Committee
and your staff to ensure that ours is a partnership that works. Based on my own
experience here as former Chairman Roth’s Chief International Trade Counsel, I am
fully aware of the need for continuing consultations. I am committed to establishing
a regular schedule of meetings with your staff to ensure that you are fully informed
of our progress on the trade front. I look forward to your counsel concerning our
priorities on trade and your advice on how to improve our performance at the Commerce Department.
I would like to turn, if I might, to the trade priorities that President Bush has
established for his Administration. The President has made clear that he will pursue an aggressive agenda to opening markets and ensuring free and open competition. In Quebec this past weekend, the President stated that ‘‘eve will work for open
trade at every opportunity.’’ We will pursue ‘‘bilateral free trade agreements with
friends and partners,’’ as well as working for ‘‘open trade globally through negotiations in the World Trade Organization.’’
The President’s stance is rooted in the clear economic benefits that trade brings
both at home and abroad. It is no coincidence that two decades of strong American
economic growth have mirrored an opening of the American economy and the opening of markets around the world to American goods and services through the negotiation of trade agreements with Canada, Mexico, Israel, and with our WTO trading
partners.
The numbers tell the story. Over the last decade, the U.S. Gross Domestic Product
(‘‘GDP’’) grew by 72 percent, while world GDP has grown by 63 percent. American
exports grew by 97 percent, while exports around the world grew by 76 percent.
During the past decade, exports contributed 21 percent of all economic growth in
the U.S. economy and 30 percent of economic growth worldwide. In other words, our
economic output nearly doubled at a time when both we and our trading partners
undertook significant efforts to open markets around the world.
Frankly, none of that should be unexpected. When we open our markets and our
trading partners open theirs, it removes the barriers that otherwise prevent our
economy from pursuing its comparative advantage. Trade barriers, whether at home
or abroad distort the signals that markets should send to farmers, businessmen and
women, investors, and, most importantly, to American workers about where future
economic opportunity lies. By opening markets and ensuring that markets are sending the right signals, governments let participants in the market make an honest
assessment of where their own best interests lie.
(13)
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At its most basic and human level, opening markets is about giving Americans
the freedom to choose their own economic destiny. Trade barriers, on the other
hand, limit that freedom. That is the philosophical root of the President’s stance on
trade.
The branches of the President’s philosophical stance, however, extend further.
President Bush frequently quotes Ronald Reagan for the proposition that trade represents a ‘‘forward strategy for freedom.’’ In Quebec this past weekend, the President reiterated that point, underscoring that trade not only yields ‘‘new jobs and
new income,’’ trade also ‘‘lifts the lives of people.’’ Trade applies ‘‘the power of markets to the needs of the poor’’ and ‘‘spurs the process of economic and legal reform.’’
Most importantly, ‘‘open trade reinforces the habit of liberty that sustains democracy over the long haul.’’
One of the reasons I am looking forward to assuming the responsibilities of the
Under Secretary for International Trade at the Commerce Department, is that the
International Trade Administration (‘‘ITA’’) is on the front lines in that effort. That
is true of the industry experts in Trade Development who provide technical support
to our trade negotiators and advice to American exporters. It is true as well of the
staff in Market Access and Compliance who ensure that American firms get the benefit of the bargain they have a right to expect under our trade agreements. It is
also true of Import Administration, which ensures that our firms compete internationally on a level playing field, and of the officers of the U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service who link American firms—particularly small- and medium-sized
businesses—with trade and business development opportunities abroad.
I have had the good fortune to work with many of the professionals in International Trade Administration throughout my career, both in my prior public service with the State Department, the Office of the United States Trade Representative, and on the staff of the Senate Finance Committee, as well as during the many
years I spent in the private sector. I want to underscore for the Committee, and for
my friends in the Department, that I consider it an honor to have the opportunity
to work side-by-side with them in advancing America’s trade agenda.
I would like to outline three priorities I intend to focus on if confirmed as Under
Secretary for International Trade. First and foremost is expanding export opportunities for American business. At a practical level, that effort involves concentrating
the Department’s resources in ways that are likely to provide the greatest pay-off
for American businesses trying to gain access to world markets. Whether it is on
behalf of manufacturing, agribusiness, or service industries like insurance, the management challenge within ITA is to ensure that the component parts stay fixed on
a single goal—identifying promising targets for our exporters and providing the support they need to reach those markets.
The Commerce Department can also contribute significantly to the effort to expand the benefits of trade to all Americans. I intend, for example, to work closely
with other parts of the Department, other U.S. agencies, and with trade promotion
offices at the state-level to reach out to minority-owned businesses interested in
international markets. I am committed as well to working closely with the Small
Business Administration to ensure that those small- and medium-sized businesses
that provide the overwhelming source of new employment in our economy have the
opportunity to ‘‘go global’’ from the outset of their existence.
Second, I want the Bush Administration’s tenure to reflect the strongest possible
commitment to the enforcement of our trade agreements. Both the President and
Secretary Evans fully support that effort. They understand, as the members of this
Committee do so well, that we cannot expect the American public’s support for an
active trade agenda if our exporters do not get the benefit of the bargain they have
a right to expect from our trade agreements.
What that means in practical terms is ensuring that each and every employee in
the Commerce Department is focused on serving our exporters on the ground. If the
problem lies with an errant interpretation of the World Trade Organization Customs
Valuation Agreement by a customs official in Marseille, I want our Foreign Commercial Service officers to solve that problem at a working level in Marseille so that
the goods can reach their markets without further delay. If the problem is a systemic one—a pattern of behavior that violates our rights under trade agreements,
I want to hear about it immediately so that the staff in Trade Development can
bring the weight of the U.S. government to bear on the problem at a political level
as early as possible in pursuit of a practical solution to our exporters’ problems. If
the problem is one that requires us to go to dispute settlement under our various
trade agreements, I want our Market Access and Compliance officers to understand
the importance of building the factual record for our claim and working closely with
our counterparts in the Office of the United States Trade Representative to ensure
that the dispute settlement process vindicates our rights.
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Third, I would like to adopt the same results-oriented approach to the administration of our unfair trade laws by the Import Administration. Congress never intended
antidumping and countervailing duty actions to be an end in themselves. Rather,
the unfair trade laws represent 3tools that should be used in an effort to eliminate
the underlying unfair trade practices that distort markets and deny American
firms—and firms worldwide—to compete on an equal basis.
The debate over the earliest versions of the U.S. countervailing duty law in the
1890s reflected Congress’ intent to offset the market distortions introduced into the
sugar trade by Russian subsidies to sugar production. Congress’ action, however,
also reflected an intent to provide leverage to pursue the elimination of such practices and their harmful effects on U.S. markets.
It is time to restore that focus to our efforts. Whether the issue is steel, lumber,
semiconductors, or supercomputers, our goal should be the elimination of unfair
practices that interfere with the market’s ability to guide investment to its most
productive use in our own economy and in markets for goods and services worldwide. Functioning capital markets impose a strict discipline that steers capital to
those activities that generate the highest possible rate of return. Trade distorting
subsidies and other unfair practices that interfere with the ability of the capital
markets to impose that discipline impose a high cost on our exporters and on our
economy as a whole.
In his conversations with me, Secretary Evans has put that in more human and
tangible terms. He has often said to me that there is nothing more dispiriting to
American workers and American entrepreneurs who put capital at risk than to see
that they are not competing on a level-playing field. If confirmed by the Senate, I
pledge to work within the Department, with other agencies, and, most importantly,
with American industry to ensure that our policies and our actions target the elimination of trade-distorting practices and the costs they impose.
Let me close by once again thanking the President and Secretary Evans for nominating me to serve the American public as Under Secretary of Commerce for International Trade. I would also like to reiterate my appreciation to you, Mr. Chairman,
to Senator Baucus, and to the other members of the Committee for allowing me to
appear before you today. I want to thank both Chairman Grassley and Senator Baucus for their kind words on the floor of the Senate at the time I left the Committee.
The Finance Committee is a very special place for me and I feel extremely fortunate
to have had the opportunity play a small part in its important work.
I would also like to express my deepest appreciation to Senator Bill Roth for having given me that opportunity. For me, Chairman Roth and his esteemed friend and
colleague, Senator Pat Moynihan, the Ranking Member on the Finance Committee,
exemplified the spirit that has marked the long history of the Finance Committee—
a spirit of vigorous debate, yet constructive cooperation that should always inform
the democratic process. I will be forever in their debt for the education and inspiration their leadership provided. It is a debt that I hope my continued public service
can, in part, repay.
Lastly, and most importantly, I would like to thank my wife, Pam, and my children, Nicole, Kirsten, and Noah, for their support for me while I have been in public
service. Pam recently left her law partnership and her role as the first woman ever
to chair the American Bar Association’s Section of Taxation to serve President Bush
and Treasury Secretary O’Neill as the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Treasury for
Tax Policy. I can say, objectively, based on 21 years of evidence, that Pam is the
best partner anyone could ask for—the President and Secretary O’Neill could not
have found a better choice.
I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
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RESPONSES

TO

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BAUCUS

Question: I’m sure you would agree—and please tell me if you don’t—that key
U.S. trade laws, including antidumping law, countervailing duty law, Section 201,
and Section 301, are a critical element of U.S. trade policy, and are important to
a wide range of agricultural and industrial sectors.
Each of these laws is fully consistent with U.S. obligations under the WTO and
other trade agreements. Moreover, these laws actually promote free trade by countering practices that both distort trade and are condemned by international trading
rules.
U.S. trade laws part of a political bargain struck with Congress and the American
people under which the United States has pursued market opening trade agreements in the past.
How will you use your position to ensure that the United States does not use its
trade laws as bargaining chips in trade negotiations—or agree to any provisions
that weaken or undermine U.S. trade laws?
Answer: I agree that the U.S. trade laws are a critical element of U.S. trade policy
and that their enforcement is an essential part of the bargain with Congress and
the American people on trade. If confirmed, I will oppose efforts by our trading partners to weaken those laws by focusing attention on the underlying unfair trade
practices that our trade laws are designed to address. With respect to trade distorting subsidies, for example, the goal should be the elimination of such subsidies
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as they affect both agricultural or industrial goods, rather than focusing on the U.S.
procedures that are designed to address such trade-distorting practices.
At the same time, for the benefit of U.S. exporters, I intend to ensure that our
trading partners’ use of antidumping and countervailing duty measures complies
with existing World Trade Organization commitments regarding transparency and
procedural fairness. Our goal should be to ensure that they provide our exporters
with the same procedural guarantees provided to foreign exporters under U.S. law.
Question: Under Chapter 19 of the NAFTA, appeals from agency determinations
in antidumping and countervailing duty cases are taken to binational panels. Chapter 19 has come under criticism for a variety of reasons, including panelists’ failure
to apply the proper standard of review to cases that come before them. Nevertheless,
there has been some suggestion that the United States might agree to a similar regime in a U.S.-Chile FTA and other FTAs.
Mr. Aldonas, as a trade lawyer in the private sector, you have had some experience advocating before Chapter 19 panels. Based on your experience, should the
United States be seeking to replicate this NAFTA regime in other trade agreements?
Answer: I share your concern with respect to the application of the appropriate
standard of review by binational panels. My personal view is that the regime established under NAFTA Chapter 19 for the review of administrative decisions under
the parties’ respective antidumping and countervailing duty laws has largely been
overtaken by events. With the negotiation and implementation of the Uruguay
Round agreements on antidumping and subsidies and countervailing measures, all
of our WTO trading partners obtained a mechanism under which they can obtain
review of agency action under the U.S. unfair trade laws, just as we have a right
to challenge the application of their antidumping and countervailing duty laws.
Given that fact, I see no reason for replicating the Chapter 19 mechanism in any
other trade agreement.
Question: In the Secretary’s absence, you will serve on the Board of the Export
Import Bank (EXIM); however, there has been much discussion recently that the
Administration plans to scale back its support of the Bank. Clearly the business
community sees this as counterproductive in working to open markets abroad and
so do I.
Will you work to ensure that the United States fulfills its financial obligations to
the EXIM Bank and furthers not hinders its goals and objectives?
Answer: I fully intend to see that Congress’ intent in authorizing the EXIM Bank
is fulfilled and that the goals articulated by Congress in authorizing the Bank and
its lending and guarantee programs are achieved. American exporters compete
abroad against firms that frequently benefit from government export credit agencies. While the United States has achieved some success in imposing disciplines on
such practices through the export credit arrangement of the Organizations for Economic Cooperation and Development, that arrangement has yet to secure the elimination of foreign government supports for their exporters. As long as that remains
the case, the EXIM Bank will have an important role to play in leveling the playing
field for American exporters.

PREPARED STATEMENT

OF

HON. MAX BAUCUS

Mr. Chairman, today this committee meets to confirm three more able and wellqualified candidates to crucial positions at the Treasury, Commerce, and Health and
Human Services Departments.
The President has nominated Grant Aldonas to be Under Secretary of Commerce,
John Taylor to be Under Secretary of Treasury for International Affairs; and Scott
Whitaker to be HHS Assistant Secretary for Legislation.
I want to welcome the nominees, and their families, to the Finance Committee.
We are continuing our tradition of promptly moving the President’s nominees once
the candidate’s information is received from the White House and the appropriate
reviews are made.
As I have said in the past, it is particularly important for the new Administration
to have senior officials in place as crucial decisions are being made about health,
taxes, trade and the economy.
The nominees before us today bring extensive experience and knowledge to their
positions. Mr. Aldonas, with over twenty-one years in the international trade arena,
is an exceptional choice for Under Secretary of Commerce. I have personally noted
Grant’s skill during his tenure as Chief Trade Counsel on the Finance Committee
and am confident that he will dutifully administer our import and export programs.
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In particular, I know that he will uphold our existing trade laws in ensuring a level
playing field from softwood to steel to semiconductors.
Dr. John Taylor has been nominated for the position of Under Secretary of the
Treasury for International Affairs. As an economics professor at Stanford and in
various governmental advisory positions, Dr. Taylor brings a wealth of knowledge
and experience to the position for which he has been nominated.
Scott Whitaker has been nominated to serve as the HHS Assistant Secretary for
Legislation. Mr. Whitaker also is no stranger to the Finance Committee having
served with distinction as an advisor on health issues to Senator Nickles since 1991.
We will miss his participation in our process here in the Committee and the Senate,
but he will no doubt continue working closely with us on prescription drugs and
Medicare reform and the myriad other health and welfare issues that the Finance
Committee will address in the coming years.
I intend to support these nominations and look forward to working with them in
the future.

PREPARED STATEMENT

OF

HON. TRENT LOTT

I want to congratulate the President for nominating Grant Aldonas, John Taylor,
and Scott Whitaker to positions at the Departments of Commerce, Treasury, and
Health and Human Services, respectively.
I have an excellent working relationship with Grant as a former trade advisor to
Finance Committee Chairman Roth, and I worked closely with him on several trade
bills last year, most notably the Africa/CBI trade bill. Grant is intelligent, knowledgeable, professional, and a pleasure to work with. Grant understands the delicate
balancing act often required to maneuver complex trade issues through the Senate,
and I am certain that he will serve Secretary Evans as well as he did Senator Roth.
I have known Scott Whitaker in his role advising Senator Nickles for several
years on medicare and other legislative issues. Scott’s health policy expertise and
professionalism are matched by his knowledge of the legislative process and his ability to work with people from across the political spectrum. Secretary Thompson will
be fortunate to have Scott advising him on legislation and maintaining strong ties
to Capitol Hill. I wish him the best of luck as he helps us fight the sometimes recalcitrant bureaucracy at HCFA, and as he helps keep the Administration in pursuit
of responsible health, human services, and fiscal policies.
I am quite familiar with Dr. Taylor’s economic expertise and his work on the
Council of Economic Advisers. I look forward to working with him as he advises Secretary O’Neill on international macroeconomic policies. President Bush has lured a
top-notch professional back to Washington, and we are lucky to have his counsel
within the Administration.
I support all three of their nominations, and I look forward to their prompt floor
consideration when they are reported by the Finance Committee.

PREPARED STATEMENT

OF

HON. JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER IV

The position of Under Secretary of Commerce for International Trade is a key
post, because its occupant oversees the entire International Trade Administration.
This includes the Office of Import Administration, which administers our trade remedy laws, as well as Market Access and Compliance, which ensures that U.S. companies are not shut out of foreign markets to which they are entitled access under our
trade agreements, and the U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service, which works to
connect U.S. companies with business opportunities overseas.
I have had the pleasure of working with Grant Aldonas over the past few years
when he served so ably as the Finance Committee’s International Trade Counsel.
He is a very talented trade lawyer who understands the concerns of Committee
members, and based on his Congressional experience, I believe that he will greatly
assist the Administration in forging a more cooperative relationship with the Congress on trade issues. I am also pleased that Mr. Aldonas shares my view, as well
as the viewpoint of many others on the Committee, about the importance of vigorous
enforcement of our anti-dumping and countervailing duty laws, particularly when
our nation’s steel industry is in the midst of the worst crisis in its history. I wish
him all the best in his new position, I fully support his nomination, and I look forward to working with him in the future.
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PREPARED STATEMENT

OF

JOHN B. TAYLOR

Chairman Grassley, Ranking Member Baucus, and members of the Committee on
Finance, thank you for the opportunity to appear before your committee today. I am
honored that President Bush has nominated me to serve as Under Secretary of
Treasury for International Affairs and, if confirmed, to have the opportunity to work
with Secretary O’Neill, the Treasury staff, and others in the new Administration.
If confirmed, I look forward to working closely with this committee, the Senate
and your colleagues in the Congress to advance the President’s ambitious economic
agenda to further the well-being of the American people.
I have great enthusiasm for public service. If I am confirmed, this would be my
fourth stint working in the Federal government. I am particularly interested in
using my skills and experience to contribute positively to the formulation of international economic and financial policy for the United States. I majored in economics
at Princeton University, and obtained a Ph.D. in economics from Stanford University. I have taught economics at Columbia, Yale, Princeton, and Stanford Universities. I have served as a Senior Economist and then as a Member of the President’s
Council of Economic Advisers. Some of my most vivid memories as a Member of the
CEA were my international responsibilities, which included trade negotiations and
working on the early days of transition in Poland and other eastern and central European economies. In recent years I have served as an adviser to the Federal Reserve System and to many central banks around the world. I have focussed much
of my research on developing tools that central bankers and financial market analysts can use to analyze policy and developments in financial markets.
The role of the Treasury Under Secretary for International Affairs is to advise the
Secretary and the President on U.S. participation in the international financial system, which includes such subjects as macroeconomic policy, exchange rate policy,
trade and investment, and our participation in the International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank. The Under Secretary also represents the United States in various bilateral and multilateral fora, and serves as the G–7 finance deputy for the
United States in the G–7 process.
Should I be confirmed, I am committed to implementing the priorities of President
Bush and Secretary O’Neill. The goals of higher productivity growth and rising living standards for people in the United States will guide my work. These same goals
will guide my approach to the policy challenges in the emerging market and poor
developing countries, and elsewhere in the world.
Mr. Chairman, I am grateful for this opportunity. I would be pleased to answer
any questions you and the other members of the Committee may have.
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RESPONSE

TO A

QUESTION FROM SENATOR HATCH

Question: As you may be aware, the Korean government is providing a massive
$2.1 billion bailout to one of its semiconductor producers, Hynix semiconductor (formerly called Hyundai Electronics). This type of subsidy is not allowed under WTO
rules, and it also violates the commitments that Korea gave to the IMF and to the
Treasury Department that it would not bail out troubled companies. This assurance
was given back in December 1997, when the IMF, along with the U.S. and other
developed countries, put together a $58 billion rescue package to save Korea from
financial turmoil, in return for Korea’s commitment that it would keep out of the
business of directed lending and subsidies to favored domestic firms. Now that the
IMF loan program is over, the Government appears to be reverting back to these
bad practices. What can Treasury do to ensure that when countries like Korea make
commitments to the IMF and the U.S. in return for financial assistance, that they
adhere to those commitments? What can we do to prevent this kind of improper subsidization to Hynix?
Answer: I am concerned that Korean government initiatives to assist corporations
in refinancing maturing debt risks undermining progress achieved in subjecting
both creditors and debtors to greater market discipline and could encourage corporations to delay restructuring. I believe it is important for Treasury to continue to express concerns to Korean officials and encourage them to let market forces play a
greater role in capital allocation.
USTR and Commerce are currently reviewing these policies in consultation with
Treasury staff to determine if these are WTO consistent measures. This issue was
raised on April 24 in the WTO’s Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures.
The IMF conditions that were imposed expired with the Stand-By Arrangement
last December. Ultimately the impetus for financial market restructuring, including
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the transition from directed lending to market based capital allocation, must be generated from within Korea because restructuring is in Korea’s long term best interest. I understand the importance that you and other Members of Congress attach
to this issue. If confirmed, I look forward to working closely with you on this.
RESPONSES

TO

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BAUCUS

Question: Japan appears to be embarking once again on a weak yen policy in
order to support its export machine. The U.S. trade deficit with Japan, and the
world, is skyrocketing. At the same time,Japan refuses to make the hard decisions
necessary to put their economy on the right track, using a weaker yen to bolster
their growth. American export industries are significantly damaged. Jobs are lost
as a result. This is an intolerable situation.
I would like to know precisely what you will do at Treasury to stop and prevent
Japanese manipulation of the yen-dollar relationship?
Answer: I share the view that it is important that Japan pursue policies that will
increase its economic growth rate. This will help increase world economic growth,
as Japan purchases more from the rest of the world. If confirmed, I will ensure that
Treasury continues to monitor our major trading partners for evidence of exchange
rate manipulation, in accordance with Section 3004 of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988.
Question: Dr. Taylor, the U.S. trade deficit has been steadily rising. A decade ago,
at $29.5 billion, it accounted for 0.2% of GDP. Today, at about $450 billion, it is
almost 4.5% of GDP. By some projections, it will hit 7.5% of GDP by 2010. Should
this trend be cause for concern? For how long can the United States sustain growing
trade deficits before our ability to borrow abroad is truly at risk? Do you believe
that we should be actively pursuing a policy of trade deficit reduction? If not, why
not?
At Davos in 1999, then Secretary Robert Rubin stated, ‘‘The international system
cannot sustain indefinitely the large imbalances created by the disparities in growth
and openness between the U.S. and its major industrial trading partners.’’ Do you
agree with that statement? If not, why not?
Answer: The overall U.S. trade and current account deficits basically reflect the
difference between investment and saving in the United States. The United States
has been a good place to invest, and investment rates have been high, in fact higher
than national saving. So long as investment inflows are used productively, the earnings can be used to service debt created. The deficit, though large as a percentage
of GDP, is quite sustainable in my view. If confirmed, I will of course watch U.S.
external balances very carefully.
Question: Major components of our overall trade deficit are our bilateral deficits
with Japan and China. Last year, our goods trade deficit with Japan was $81.3 billion. Our trade deficit with China was583.8 billion. The size of these bilateral deficits is due in large part to non-tariff barriers, such as government toleration of anticompetitive business conduct and onerous regulations that purport to be about
health and safety, but often are just pretexts for protectionism. Should the United
States actively pursue the dismantling of these barriers? If not, why not? If so, what
steps should we be taking?
Answer: Yes, the United States should actively pursue the dismantling of these
barriers. I strongly believe that non-tariff barriers in Japan and China are a serious
problem that has both limited U.S. market access and constrained economic growth
in Japan and China. If confirmed, I will press initiatives that further open these
markets to U.S. exports. The Administration’s primary means of knocking down
these barriers in China remains completion of China’s accession to the WTO. With
the reduction of these tariff and non-tariff barriers, U.S. export opportunities to
China are likely to increase. For Japan, I intend on stressing the need for further
regulatory reform in key sectors of the Japanese economy.
Question: The U.S. trade deficit is exacerbated by surplus capacity, which finds
a ready outlet in the U.S. market. Foreign government subsidization has led to global overcapacity in certain sectors, such as steel. As the world’s most open market,
the United States has become the principal target for most of the excess supply.
Thus, following the financial crisis of 1997–98, as demand for steel fell in Asia, the
surplus production was shipped to the United States, which caused prices to plummet and U.S. producers to suffer severe harm. The injury and threat of continued
injury to the U.S. steel industry continues to this day. What should be done to help
prevent future crisis due to overcapacity in the steel or other sectors?
Answer: The Administration is currently reviewing the global steel overcapacity
issue very closely. I am not in a position at this time to comment on future Administration policy in this area. However, I can tell you that this is an issue of high im-
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portance for both Secretary O’Neill and the Administration generally, and I look forward to working closely with the Congress on it.
Trade and Investment:
Question: There has been growing debate about how investment issues are handled in the context of trade agreements. In addition to a series of bilateral investment treaties with about 40 countries, the United States is a party to the investment provisions (chapter 11) of NAFTA, and there has been discussion of including
similar provisions in free trade agreements with Chile and Singapore and in an
eventual Free Trade Agreement of the Americas. Some observers have expressed
concern about the dispute settlement provisions in these agreements. They note that
the agreements may make the United States vulnerable to ‘‘takings’’ claims by foreign investors, even under circumstances that would not support claims by U.S. investors in U.S. courts. In other words, the international law on what constitutes a
compensable ‘‘taking’’ may be broader than U.S. law.
As Undersecretary for International Affairs, you will have an important role to
play in setting U.S. policy on trade and investment. Do you believe that we should
replicate the NAFTA model on investment in future trade agreements?
If so, how should we take into account the increasing likelihood that U.S. measures may be challenged by foreign investors? If the NAFTA model is not appropriate, what modifications should be made to that model?
Answer: NAFTA’s chapter 11 is modeled on the bilateral investment treaties
(BITs) we have been negotiating for many years. The obligations contained in this
model have served our investors well over that time. I believe the U.S. can abide
by these obligations with respect to Canadian, Mexican and other foreign investors
here in the U.S.
I realize that sensitive and important concerns about NAFTA’s investor-state dispute settlement mechanism have been raised. We should assure ourselves that these
concerns are adequately addressed in future negotiations, and I look forward to
working closely with Congress to address them.
Foreign Investment in United States:
Question: The President has the authority to review and determine the national
security effects of mergers, acquisitions, and takeovers by or with foreign persons,
which could result in foreign control of persons engaged in interstate commerce.
And, the President is required to undertake a review if an entity controlled by a
foreign government seeks to engage in a merger, acquisition or takeover that could
affect national security. This function is carried out by the Presidentially established Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), on which
the Treasury Department has a prominent role. As Undersecretary for International
Affairs, you would be a key advisor to the Secretary on matters involving CFIUS.
Notwithstanding existing procedures to review foreign investment in the United
States, there have been some efforts in recent years to enhance the controls. This
has been so, for example, in the telecommunications sector, where entities in which
foreign governments have a major stake have sought to acquire assets in the United
States. Some have expressed concerns about cross-subsidization—the competitive
advantage that an entity controlled by a foreign government will have vis-̀a-vis private entities in the United States.
Dr. Taylor, is it time to reevaluate the way we go about reviewing foreign investment in the United States, especially in telecommunications and other key sectors?
If not, why not? If so, what changes should be made?
Answer: As Undersecretary for International Affairs, I would be closely involved
with the work of CFIUS. In that capacity I will be taking into account both the benefits to our economy of foreign investment and concerns about possible effects on
national security—both are important issues.
Ensuring that foreign investors coming into the U.S., and particularly government-owned investors, bring the benefits of market forces to the U.S. economy is
a vital issue. The USG has various review mechanisms in place to make certain that
foreign investment does not bring anticompetitive behavior or impair our national
security: the Justice Department’s anti-trust review, the FCC’s review for telecommunications investment, and the CFIUS process.
The U.S., including the Treasury Department, has worked steadily to encourage
full privatization of state owned enterprises. That is an important goal and I believe
that we should work to strengthen the global trend in that direction.
Question: Last year, the Congress enacted the so-called ‘‘Byrd Amendment’’, which
provides for the distribution of antidumping and countervailing duty proceeds to
U.S. industries injured by unfair trade practices. It is my understanding that regulations implementing the Byrd Amendment are in the process of being finalized. I
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am eager to see that happen, so that the businesses and workers harmed by dumping and foreign government subsidies can receive the relief they deserve. Would you
agree, Dr. Taylor, that promulgation of final regulations implementing the Byrd
Amendment should be a high priority for the Department?
Answer: Yes, I agree that all laws should be implemented in as timely a fashion
as possible. I would like to clarify that the Customs Service is under the direction
of the Under Secretary for Enforcement. My understanding is that the Customs
Service is proceeding with implementation of the Byrd Amendment. After a great
deal of work on various technical issues, it is presently completing draft implementing regulations that will be reviewed by Treasury and will then be made available for public comment.
Question: You were deeply involved in bilateral US-Japan trade and structural negotiations during your tenure in government. In recent months, the Japanese government has refused to consider renewal of bilateral trade agreements in the areas
of autos and auto parts, construction services, and flat glass. At the same time, the
Japanese have proposed a business-government dialogue that, apparently, would
supplant much of our bilateral sector-specific trade negotiations. The Bush Administration is reportedly seriously considering this proposal. I would like to know your
opinion of this proposal and whether you think it is a productive substitute for direct government-to-government negotiations on market access and trade issues.
Answer: The Administration is in the process of developing and refining its overall
economic approach to Japan. I am supportive of better integrating the private sector
into this work, and the creation of a bilateral Business/Government forum could
help in this effort. I would like to emphasize, however, that such a forum would not
supplant Government-to-Government consultations, which will continue at all levels.
For example, if confirmed, I intend on stressing the need for further regulatory
reform in key sectors of the Japanese economy. Furthermore, the Administration
has made it clear to Japan that a Government-to-Government forum to address lingering issues in such sectors as agriculture, autos and auto parts, steel, and construction must be a part of U.S.-Japan bilateral economic relations. Finally, I expect
that bilateral work on investment and financial issues will continue.

PREPARED STATEMENT

OF

SCOTT WHITAKER

Chairman Grassley, Senator Baucus and members of the Finance Committee, I
am grateful to have the opportunity to appear before this committee today. I appreciate you taking time from your schedule to consider my nomination. I am deeply
honored to have been nominated by President Bush to serve as Assistant Secretary
for Legislation at the Department of Health and Human Services. And I am equally
honored and grateful to have the opportunity to work for Secretary Thompson in
this capacity.
Mr. Chairman, as you know from my background information, I had the pleasure
of working in the Senate for the past ten years. All ten of those years I was privileged to serve on the staff of Senator Nickles. For six years I served on the Senator’s
personal staff and for the past four years as a Policy Advisor in the Assistant Majority Leader’s office. Since 1995, I had the privilege to staff the Senator for many
hearings and markups in this committee. So I am honored to be here today and I
am especially honored to be on the other side of the dais.
As you know, the President and the Secretary have set forth a very ambitious
agenda for the Department of Health and Human Services. And as Secretary
Thompson said in his confirmation hearing before this committee, ‘‘If we have
learned anything in the past year, it is that the American people are clamoring for
action to deal with some of the most critical issues affecting their day-to-day lives.’’
This Administration understands the need for action, and under the leadership of
Secretary Thompson, this Department is committed to make certain that our actions
produce positive results for the American people.
The Department of Health and Human Services has enormous responsibilities. Its
programs can touch every life in this country from birth through the golden years.
HHS runs over 300 programs that include providing health care to our seniors, nutrition services for women and children, and groundbreaking research conducted by
the National Institutes of Health. The Administration, and specifically this Department, is committed to ensuring that the current programs are providing the services
that are promised, and improving programs that are not measuring up to the highest standards. We are committed to modernizing and improving the Medicare program, providing access to a prescription drug benefit, improving access to quality
health care for all and taking welfare reform to the next level.
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Mr. Chairman, the Department’s agenda is ambitious and its challenges are great.
But we understand that very few items on our agenda can be resolved if we do not
have a good working relationship with you, the other Members of this committee,
and this Congress. It is my hope that if confirmed by the Senate I will have the
opportunity to work with this committee, with members on both sides of the aisle
to help advance the goals of the President. Mr. Chairman, the challenges we face
are great, but the opportunities are far greater. If you should see fit to approve my
nomination, it will be an honor to serve the President and Secretary Thompson and
an honor to work with you, your staff and members of this committee as we seek
to find solutions to many of the difficult problems this country faces.
Thank you.
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